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It is a privilege to be able to create an exhibition like this for the University of Iowa Libraries. I don’t intend this in the pat way that the phrase is sometimes used in circumstances like these. The University of Iowa is a very special place, particularly when it comes to the study of books and the words they contain, and I can think of few places where the combination of materials, expertise, and interest would allow us to create a meeting of past and present like this. To wit: this is, of course, a City of Literature, and the Iowa Writers’ Workshop is just down the road a bit. And then there is the University of Iowa Center for the Book, one of the few centers of its kind in the country devoted to the craft of making and the study of books. This center, and university, is filled with an outsized group of students and faculty who want to study these objects from all angles, from harvesting plants to making paper to studying various editions of works by the Brontës. We have expert librarians and museum professionals to help fill and make beautiful this space. Dare I say, our Special Collections & Archives has some of the best and deepest collections of any public university in the country, along with the staff to make sense of it and make it available to the public. We might easily not have any one of these qualities, but we are fortunate at the University of Iowa to have them all, and that makes this exhibition experience possible and a privilege to present it to you.

This exhibition was born in the classroom. While in graduate school, I concocted a class to encourage first-year students to ask, “What is a book?” I’ve continued to teach this class many times. People love to think in comparisons, and some of the best conversations in the classroom came about from putting a contemporary artist’s book alongside a historical book—here past meets present and students are invited to think about how current artists, writers, and makers are in conversation, agreement, tension, or even a knock-down-drag-out fight with past artists, makers, and writers. In my early years teaching the course, thousands of miles away, I used the artist books of Emily Martin often, and I can’t express how fulfilling it is to have her co-curating this exhibition with me today. Her witty, funny, sometimes sad, but always poignant takes on classic texts from the past laid the foundation for what you see before you.

I hope you’ll take your visit to this exhibition as a time to contemplate connections and tensions between the past and present. As the saying goes, history may not repeat itself, but it does rhyme. I hope this array of items from long ago and near today will invite you to reflect on our place in the present and what we share and don’t share with those from the past.
I would like to thank Eric Ensley for inviting me to join him on this curatorial adventure. From the very beginning of our exhibit planning, we wanted our selections to weave through time and place, highlighting the connections and distinctions between the books and other objects. Our plan to have a lively conversation among the books, past and present, is a direct result of our many conversations about the overlaps of book history, book structure, teaching, artists’ books, and much more. I am very pleased that working with Eric as not only a librarian but also as an historian has broadened my knowledge of how to use the collections personally and as a teacher. I have taught introductory bookbinding classes and artists’ books classes at the University of Iowa Center for the Book as an adjunct assistant professor since 1998 and I have always used Special Collections & Archives holdings in my classes. It is invaluable for students to be able to see examples of the same type of books they are making, from the 16th century through to current artists' books.

I have been a studio artist for more than 40 years and, as my work has developed, I have been very grateful for the many resources available to me here in Iowa City, a City of Literature. Living here has brought me into regular contact with writers, sculptors, printers, scholars, and craftspeople of all kinds, all of which filters into my own work. In my studio practice, my artists’ books often involve movable or sculptural components, as can be seen in this exhibit, and I know that many people do not realize that movables were found in books as early as the 13th century. In my recent artist books, I have been working with the 16th century plays of William Shakespeare and the 19th century plays of Oscar Wilde as read with my 21st century eyes. Looking at books contemporary to those playwrights’ times informs my approach to making books in current times.

While researching the collections with Eric, I was amazed time and again by the breadth of the materials available to anyone who ventures into the Special Collections Reading Room. I hope this exhibit helps people see how books of the past inform books of the present and into the future. I am delighted we are able to present this wonderful selection of books. I think of our choices of books as akin to wine pairings, making for a feast for the eyes.
GUIDE TO OBJECTS ON DISPLAY

All items are from Special Collections & Archives at the University of Iowa Libraries.

PUTTING PEN TO PARCHMENT

From Eric: Though this part of the exhibit may appear to be simply a comparison between two modern artistic interpretations of medieval making practices with a much older medieval manuscript, the reality is much more complex. In libraries and museums, modern makers and their skills are often called upon to repair antiquarian materials. The 15th-century Psalter was repaired by conservator and master binder Bill Anthony in 1985. Anthony rebound the book in a historically accurate medieval binding and repaired the first folio with a parchment sewing, which is visible on the right-hand side of the leaf.


THE ARRIVAL OF PAPER


PLANTS AND PAPER

9. Anonymous account of Islamic battles. Persian, ca. 16th or 17th century. xMs [xMs.A56ac].

From Eric: This copy of Ad Herennium is a truly extraordinary part of the University of Iowa’s medieval manuscript collection. The most frequently surviving medieval books are often the most important or most beautiful, since people are often inclined to preserve those objects for their appeal or use. However, “ugly” books like these are rarer survivors though they tell us a lot about early peoples. This manuscript contains the Ad Herennium, a common medieval university text students would emulate when writing letters. This book likely belonged to such a student, who has doodled throughout the pages and used paper, a cheaper material than parchment, to write the text. Like a modern trapper keeper, the student has wrapped the text in a tough leather document, likely a charter that contained business details that were no longer needed.
Protecting Your Book


From Eric: Edith Diehl was one of the first woman master bookbinders and responsible for writing Bookbinding, its Background and Technique (1946), which made its study available to a generation of new makers and artisans. Diehl was masterful in her ability to operate in a number of styles, having apprenticed with many major binding firms, including Sangorski & Sutcliffe. Close by in the exhibit, you will find a copy of Of Gardens bound by that renowned firm that bears stylistic similarities to Diehl’s binding.

Protecting Your Book in Style


Books as a Journey


From Emily: Movable devices have been used in books for centuries and are in regular use for all sorts of reasons to this day. These three modern artists’ books, Subject/Object/Verb by Ellen Knudson, Oscar Wilde: In Earnest and Out by Emily Martin, and Lunar Volvelle by Monica Ong paired with the historical example of Nouae quaestiones sphaerae, a study of astronomy, demonstrate the range of this simple movable device. Elsewhere in this exhibition, Casey Gardner’s artist book Body of Inquiry makes use of the other early movable style: the lift flap. In the 16th century, lift flaps were used in medical books to facilitate the study of human anatomy.


OLD BOOKS INSPIRING NEW BOOKS


ENCODED MEANING IN THE PAGE

From Eric: In a 2016 interview when asked why he made A Humument, Tom Phillips responded: “It’s inexhaustible when you find a big text that’s full of words to find other things in it.” Phillips spent nearly fifty years devoting himself to finding new meanings in those words. The 9th-century monk Rabanus Maurus, whose In Honorem Sanctae Crucis is also shown here, devoted his life to writing words in praise of Christ. Like Phillips, Maurus devoted himself to the word, even picturing himself kneeling before the cross in the final text-image of the book.

From Emily: Tom Phillips’ A Humument pioneered the use of erasures by using an 1896 Victorian novel to demonstrate hidden possibility within a page of text. Phillips made a number of versions of A Humument and they became a part of the Sackner Archive of Concrete and Visual Poetry, which is now a part of the holdings of the University of Iowa Libraries Special Collections & Archives. Concrete poetry is defined as poetry in which the meaning or effect is presented partly or fully by visual means.


FACES FROM THE PAST


ANCIENT TEXTS MADE ANEW


From Emily: Sonia Farmer received her MFA in book arts from the University of Iowa Center for the Book in 2019. Farmer, a Bahamian, uses the series of seven poems by Trinidadian writer Shivanee Ramlochan in her artist book *The Red Thread Cycle*. She uses the simple but evocative design choice of a red thread to illustrate the shared connection between seven Caribbean women who were victims of sexual assault.

32. Collection of Tracings and Drawings from Medieval Manuscripts and Architecture, late 19th century.


Page Layout for Functionality

35. Ladies Typographic Union calendar. Iowa City: University of Iowa Center for the Book, 2010. x-Collection [N7433.3.L33].


Ordering Information


Lettering Out of Time


What We Write With

From Eric: Today we tend to think of reading and writing as linked skills, but until the modern era, it was possible that someone could read but not write or write and not read. The reason for this was that writing was a separate skill that was taught; additionally, a large portion of writing was done by copying from another copy of the same text. Likewise, today we tend to think of a person as having one type of handwriting, perhaps two if they can write in cursive. In the medieval and early modern periods, scribes had to be able to write in many hands, hence the need for books like the manual presented in this part of the exhibit. Different types of hands connoted different levels of seriousness, formality, and sometimes even the perceived sex of the writer as women in the early modern period were trained to write in particular styles.


All Books Come to an End


Written by Hand

From Eric: Sadly, many modern makers go unnamed or unacknowledged. Ida Bogue lived a largely quiet life in Dorset, England with no immediate family, though she did have extended family that would come visit during the summer. She passed her time by making books like The Loiterers and painting large watercolor landscapes. Everything contained in the book, from the binding to the watercolors and text, was handmade by her. She occasionally gave these modern manuscripts as gifts to family and friends. Today, we know of six that exist. One appeared on an episode of Antiques Roadshow in England, while another was gifted to the
Royal Family. Similarly, little is known of the student authors of *Triangle Weekly*, though we hope researchers will approach the many issues of the magazine with an eye to recovering something about its talented makers.

49. Letter concerning the death of cardinal and book collector Marco Barbo, addressed to Benedetto Superanzio. 2 March, 1491. MsL.


53. Marwick magic scroll 37. Ethiopia: unidentified creator, ca. 18th-19th c. xMs [Ms 355ma]


**Printed by Type**


From Emily: Jennifer Farrell uses movable type, and movable ornaments to make her images. In Farrell’s letterpress shop she has a large collection of historical fonts and ornaments (decorative elements) that can be combined and recombined to make limitless imagery. For her artist book *The City Is My Religion*, many, many, individual pieces of lead ornaments are combined to create the cityscape of Chicago and nine other images.
Paper as Art

Paper forms the basis of many books, but it can also be created as an art object in itself. Drawing on some of the ancient East Asian papermaking techniques discussed elsewhere in this exhibition, local and international artists have created the large paper panels on display in the gallery. They include:

- Taki Paper Mill, “Moamoa,” 100% kozo base with wood pulp design on top
- Taki Paper Mill, “Moamoa,” 47% kozo, 47% wood pulp, 6% Mitsumata fiber
- Taki Paper Mill, “Circles,” 100% kozo base with wood pulp design on top
- Igarashi Paper Mill, “Suminagashi / Japanese Marbling,” 70% wood pulp, 30% hemp (two pieces)
- Igarashi Paper Mill, “Burdock Root Paper,” 40% kozo, 5% hemp, 5% burdock root fiber, 5% black bark kozo
- Igarashi Paper Mill, untitled, 25% kozo, 25% hemp, 50% wood pulp
- Igarashi Paper Mill, untitled, 25% kozo, 25% hemp, 50% wood pulp
- Igarashi Paper Mill, “Creative Madder,” 25% kozo, 25% hemp, 50% wood pulp
- Taki Paper Mill, “Splash Edge,” 80% kozo, 20% wood pulp
- Nicholas Cladis, “Ura (Iowa),” 100% kozo
- Nicholas Cladis, “Ura (Echizen),” 100% kozo

Paper works are all from Special Collections & Archives, University of Iowa Libraries, and were all made in 2023.
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